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ADVERTISEMENTS

THE AMPLIVOX AUDIOMETER

7/ie

NEW TESTS NOW POSSIBLE

Speech-loss measurement in decibels now
obtainable through dynamic microphone
and speech input meter.

Loudness balance control gives measure-
ment of the recruitment factor.

Input for group-test equipment and
gramophone.

CONSISTENT ACCURACY OF
RESULTS

Eleven exact test frequencies 125-12,000
c.p.s.

Voltage compensation ensures that signal
intensity does not vary should mains voltage
do so.

CALIBRATED MASKING TONE

Masking intensity varies equally with
normal hearing acuity over range 125-4,000
c.p.s., permitting accurate masking control.
Calibrated in decibels.

SIMPLICITY OF OPERATION

Twin matched headphones (on double
headband) for all air conduction tests;
bone conductor on single headband, or
interchangeable with one 'phone.

Hearing Loss dial calibrated in 5 dB steps

from minus 10 dB to plus 100 dB.

Same figures on dial are read for air and
bone conduction, and for all frequencies.

Full details are available from the manufacturer,

who will gladly arrange demonstrations, if required.

AMPLIVOX LTD., 2 BENTINCK ST., LONDON, W . I . (Welbeck 2591)
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ADVERTISEMENTS

"Stand by" Foot
Model, in case of
electric supply
failure. j£3 3s.Od.

(Pump and Bottles\
\Suction Tube extra)

FOOT POWER

SUCTION
APPARATUS

Particulars on application

DOWN BROS. & MAYER & PHELPS Ltd.
Showrooms: 32/34 NEW CAVENDISH ST., LONDON, W.i Telephone:

WELBECK 3764

DOWN BROS. AND MAYER cfc PHELPS HAVE AMALGAMATED.
THE PERSONAL MANAGEMENTS KEMA1X AS HERETOFORE.
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ADVERTISEMENTS in

PRESCRIBE THE EASY EFFECTIVE METHOD
When spraying, the patient can hold his head in a
natural position, yet the solution spreads throughout
the nasal cavity, assuring thorough treatment. Effective
dropper-application, on the other hand, requires a
complicated posture technique which patients are
apt to neglect in horns treatment.

DeVilbiss
A T O M I Z E R S

These illustrations, which are based on X-ray research, clearly demonstrate
the advantages of the atomizer as compared with the dropper

The AEROGRAPH Co., Ltd., Lower Sydenham, London, S.E.26
Sole Distributors of DeVilbiss Products in the United Kingdom.

Telephones: Sydenham 6060—8 Lines.

cvs—225

For Personal Protection

The pleasant, unobtrusive aroma of Vapex, its efficacy
in the relief of the common cold and as a
prophylactic, make it particularly suitable for
personal use by the medical profession.

Convenient and unobtrusive
for use during the day.
May be easily recharged.

A drop on the hand.
kerchief or on the end of

the pillow.

For topical application in
chest colds. Non-greasy

and does not stain.

THOMAS KERFOOT &. Co. Ltd., Vale of Bardsley, Lancashire.
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iv ADVERTISEMENTS

THE S.D. PORTABLE AUDIOMETER
A.C./D.C.

THIS genuinely portable Audiometer, built into a
strong carrying case, offers great accuracy combined

with convenience in use.

It incorporates an extremely stable beat frequency
oscillator giving a continuous range of frequency, and a
built-in valve voltmeter not only allows accurate zero
setting of frequency but ensures a constant result what-
ever the conditions of voltage or of valve life.

A crystal microphone and amplifier give excellent
speech reproduction and in addition enable speech level
tests to be made. A masking note of mixed low frequency
and a manual mute are also provided.

Our Peepshow for testing the hearing of young
children can be used with this Audiometer.

ALFRED PETERS & SONS LTD.
FARGATE HOUSE • SHEFFIELD 1
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ADVERTISEMENTS

THE SD/2 AUDIOMETER

THIS instrument offers not only great accuracy but
incorporates some unique features, which allow a

most comprehensive range of tests to be made and ensures
a constant result under all conditions of voltage and valve
life.

It includes among many facilities an automatic inter-
ruptor circuit, as well as a continuous tone: twin matched
earphones allowing the test and masking tones to be
switched to either ear, while a balance control enables
the response of each ear to be matched simultaneously.

A built-in crystal microphone and amplifier give
excellent speech reproduction and allow speech level tests
to be made, while the built-in meter and cathode ray tube
ensure continuing accuracy of frequency and output.

Our Peepshow for testing young deaf children may be
used with this Audiometer.

ALFRED PETERS & SONS LTD.
FARGATE HOUSE • SHEFFIELD 1
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ERRATA—Vol. LXIII, No. 9.

p. 515. Audiograph. In the key, note that left should
read right and vice versa.

p. 515. Para. 4, line 1. For right read left.

p. 516. Last para., line 3. For right read left.
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